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SOCIETY NEWS
By Tony Trilsbach, acting Honorary Secretary of SSSUK and Editor of SUDAN
STUDIES
By receiving a copy of the second issue of SUDAN STUDIES you are registered as a
full member of the SSSUK. When the members of the steering committee were
putting together an initial mailshot we were all rather uncertain as to how many
members we would attract. After having to have a reprint, nearly 1200 copies of the
first issue were distributed free and I am pleased to say that more than 200 people and
organisations responded positively with several new membership forms still arriving
each week. The way things look at present I think the society can settle down with a
core membership approaching 250.
Of particular pleasure has been the wide international response. The postal lists
include members outside the UK from Australia. Japan, Syria. Saudi Arabia, Egypt,
Israel. Sudan, Italy, Spain, France, West Germany, Eire, Denmark, Norway, South
Africa, Kenya, Ghana, Switzerland, Canada and USA.
In addition to the number of members per se I was delighted to receive so many green
application forms accompanied by letters containing offers to participate in Society
affairs, especially in writing small articles for SUDAN STUDIES. I must also thank
the various individuals and publishers who have given Society members special offers
on their products, or who have donated books for review purposes. In the first
category I am especially pleased to announce the offers by Bradt Publications (pages 7
and 12). The Lilian Barber Press (page 22) and St Aidan’s College (page 20). Indeed,
the offer from Bradt Publications is eventually likely to cover a broad range of their
maps and guides from around the world; further details about this will be announced
in the next issue of Sudan Studies. With respect to review copies, I am delighted to
have received copies of ‘SET UNDER AUTHORITY’ by K.D.D. Henderson, ‘THE
DESERT DIES’ by M. Asher. ‘THE NO FRILLS GUIDE TO SUDAN’ by D. Else,
and ‘BEITRAGE ZUR MORPHODYNAMIIK IM RELIEF DES JEBEL-MARRAMASSIVS UND IN SEINEM VORLAND (DARFUR REPUBLIK SUDAN)’ edited
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by H. Mensching. These will be reviewed in forthcoming issues of SUDAN STUDIES
by Martin Daly, Helen Wood, Jack Jackson and Rory Walsh respectively.
In addition to discount books, the Society has also been offered a light-hearted board
game by Liz Robinson. The game represents a year in the life of British expatriate
teachers (page 15: see also article on pages 13-15). Further offers of special discounts
to SSSUK members will be announced in November’s issue of SUDAN STUDIES.
Readers of this newsletter may have noticed that the format has altered from issue 1.
Several letters were sent to the editor requesting an easier to read print. This has been
remedied in three ways. Most of the articles have a larger print, the lines of text are
spaced more widely apart, and the margins have been widened. This has resulted in
fewer words per page, but this has been more than offset by the fact that this issue is
12 pages longer. Other changes have also been introduced according to members’
suggestions, especially with respect to content. This issue experiments with the
reproduction of black and white photographs (pages 16 and 17). The first full page
advert is also included (page 7) as is the first in a possible series of anecdotal tailpieces (page 32). Several letters were also received requesting a regular item on
current affairs in Sudan. I’m sure that members will be delighted that Charles Gurdon
has agreed to assist with a regular column on this theme, the first of which is included
in this issue (pages 21-26).
My final comment on the newsletter is that more offers for articles are still required on
any Sudanese theme. Please do not hesitate to write to me with your proposals (more
details on page 31); articles are still required for the next issue (deadline for
submission - September 30th 1987).
By the time you receive this issue of SUDAN STUDIES, the steering committee will
have met once more. The provisional agenda includes items on the Society’s
Constitution and proposals for the first AGM. Members will be provided with
information on these and other themes with the next newsletter.
Finally, members are reminded to write to the Society on any matters of possible
interest to its members, for example about visitors, lectures, meetings, requests for
information and so on. Please write to the address on page 31.
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BABANUSA ‘MILK’ FACTORY
Jon Williams looks at the current state of the ‘milk’ dehydration factory which was set
up in Babanusa in the late 1960s.
Babanusa, in South Kordofan, is best known for being the principal railway junction
in western Sudan. The town hosts the headquarters of the western section of Sudan
Railways (responsible for the branch lines to Nyala and Wau) which employs about
4000 workers. Before the completion of the railways, Babanusa was a much less
prosperous town and its inhabitants looked towards neighbouring Muglad as its
principal market. In 1962, however, when the railways were being completed, the
town economy received an additional boost. The then President, General Abboud,
visited the Soviet Union and secured loans for a number of food processing projects in
the Sudan. One of these projects was for the creation of a milk dehydration factory at
Babanusa.
Unfortunately, despite being overseen by Russian and Bulgarian experts, the
construction of the factory was but one of several ill-conceived projects. At the
planning stage it was expected that the factory would need to produce 1,500 tonnes of
milk powder every year (300 production days) and the design specifications met this
need; the design facilitated the daily processing of 50 tonnes of raw milk into 5 tonnes
of milk powder (Boulis, 1980). In reality the factory was considerably over
provisioned. The planners failed to notice that the local cattle migrated to the Bahr el
Ghazal from July to October to find good grazing. Additionally, when the cattle were
available locally, their nomadic wanderings made them difficult to find, a problem
which was not eased by the lack of paved roads -a necessary requirement as the
project included the large scale provision of Russian-built milk tankers. Furthermore,
the Messirya cattle owners usually milked their cows early in the day, resulting in the
milk often going bad before being delivered to the factory. As Boulis put it:
“On top of all the other problems, the fact that the cows in the area are not
dairy cows hardly makes a difference. In light of the overall situation, it
seems more consistent, in fact, to get the milk from beef cattle.”
Although milk powder production reached 70 tonnes in the peak production year of
1973/4 (less than five per cent of capacity!) it was already clear that the factory would
need to provide a different function to that originally intended. As early as 1970, two
main alternative forms of production were begun by the Food Industrial Corporation the processing of gum arabic and the production of dehydrated and powdered
karkadeh.
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Gum arabic processing was designed mainly to eliminate surplus material to produce
pure final yields. Initially the process looked promising, but yields gradually began to
decline with a reduction in the local availability of the raw material (see Table 1).
Year

Raw Material (kg)

Yield (kg)

1969/70

1,220

799

1970/71

28,248

24,167

1971/72

267,178

214,145

1972/73

157,335

133,470

1973/74

247,646

208,725

1974/75

57,200

46,215

1975/76

*

*

1976/77

181,060

144,925

1977/78

36,000

29,010

1978/79

134,000

109,750

1979/80

119,250

97,975

Table 1:Gum Arabic processing at
Babanusa ‘milk’
dehydration factory.
Source: Babanusa ‘milk’
dehydration factory.

* No data available

By 1980 gum arabic processing had virtually ceased and greater emphasis was placed
on the production of dehydrated powdered karkadeh. In that year the processing of
karkadeh had managed to reach 25 per cent of the factory’s maximum capacity. The
main advantage of karkadeh is that the process is virtually the same as for milk
dehydration and hence the machinery can be used efficiently. The karkadeh sepals are
placed into a tank and boiling water is added. The water is then emptied and the
process repeated twice more. The resulting liquid concentrate is then filtered and
centrifuged to give a pure liquid. This is then sent through a spray drier to produce a
powder which is subsequently placed into 0.5kg plastic bags. The process is more
efficient than for milk and two tonnes of powder can be produced from five tonnes of
raw karkadeh. The factory is able to produce powder for both local and international
demands, although production is limited by the problems of storage. The major outlet
at present is in West Germany where a German businessman uses the powder to add
flavouring to other fruit drinks.
By 1986 the factory was largely redundant. Admittedly karkadeh production had been
supplemented with the production of dehydrated arad’eb powder but this is of little
real economic significance. Despite having its own power plant, water pumps and
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workshops, the factory only functions for a few weeks each year from the end of
February. The factory still pays its workers (about 15/20 service staff and 50
labourers) for 52 weeks of the year, but they spend most their time doing their own
domestic chores, reading and undertaking secondary employment. The fleet of
Russian tankers still remains, although all but one have been cannibalised to maintain
the last vehicle; this is used for distributing water to rural areas around the town, and
even then only when there is sufficient fuel available.
The present situation in Babanusa provides yet further testimony to the shortsightedness of so many centrally planned, large development projects. Symbolised by
the declining role of the railway (there is now only one fortnightly train on the Wau
branch, a military train which travels only as far south as Aweil) the local economy is
in a very sad state. Admittedly, the local hospital, also built with Russian assistance, is
still used, but even this is considerably lacking in provision of the most important
drugs and equipment. Although Babanusa’s entrepreneurial economy remains fairly
strong, the fate of the larger scale concerns appears bleak, and is largely dependant
upon the easing of political tension, the whims of government investment policies
(both locally and nationally) and the reestablishment of a prosperous, environmentally
harmonious rural economy.
Reference
Boulis, N.S., (1980), ‘Yes, We Have No Tomatoes’, Sudanow, Vol.5(11), pp.21-3.
Jon Williams spent the 1986/87 academic year working as an English teacher at
Babanusa Higher Secondary School for Girls.

CAN YOU HELP?
Dr SADIQ E. Y. ABUNAFEESA
Does anybody know the whereabouts of Dr Abounafeesa who obtained his Ph.D. from
Durham University in 1985? Please contact Dr Gerald Blake, Department of Geography,
University of Durham, DURHAM, DH1 3LE, England.
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THE SUDAN’S PUBLICATIONS BUREAU
A Memory of Jamal Mohammed Ahmed and the Early Days
of the Sudan’s Publications Bureau
Since Robin Hodgkin wrote this article, the sad news was announced of the death of
Jamal Mohammed Ahmed at the end of last year - Editor.
The Publications Bureau was the brain child of V.L. Griffiths, stimulated, no doubt,
by Abdel Rahman Ali Taha and Cuthbert Scott. It was natural that after working on a
lively and imaginative language book for children ‘Kittab al Atfal’ they should
envisage the vast need for and possibility of follow-up literature.
The idea took shape in 1946. Awad Satti was released from Wadi Seidna and I was
encouraged to leave the Higher School (embryo university) and move in to join the
new group at Bakht er Ruda, the principal teacher’s training institute near Ed Dueim.
We worked happily as joint managers, although Beshir Mohammed Said, who already
had some experience of journalism, joined us towards the end of the year. In England I
appointed our first artist-illustrator - Alan Ashton. By December we were all in Bakht
er Ruda, making plans for the launch of El Sibyan which was to be an illustrated
fortnightly magazine aimed at young, literate Sudanese. We received contributions
from elsewhere, not least from my future wife, Elizabeth, and from Mekki Abbas and
Tayib Idris, all of whom were based at nearby Umm Gerr.
Shortly after, a tragedy happened. Alan Ashton had a diving accident in the swimming
pool and was drowned. The need for a steady flow of good illustrative material
remained. Jean Pierre Greenlaw was, fortunately, still around and he designed our first
cover for El Sibyan, based on the early ideas of ‘Punch’. We also had two splendid but
inexperienced young Bakht er Ruda artists -Ismail Mohammed el Amin and Sirr el
Khatim Abdel Karim. They developed rapidly and were vital to the Bureau for many
years. After spending a month producing all the copy for our first number, we realised
that our main base could not be at Bakht er Ruda, 225 kilometres from Khartoum. We
recast our plans and looked for new premises in Khartoum with the idea that we would
make frequent ‘contact’ visits to Bakht er Ruda and elsewhere. It was nearly a year
later that our first experienced illustrator joined us when Heather Corlass came out
from an English publishing house to become an important member of the team.
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At the end of 1946 we were cheered by the arrival of Jamal Mohammed Ahmed, who
had just spent a year at Exeter University and proved to be a powerful reinforcement.
He was progressive in his outlook and had the reputation of being a good literary man.
He had an enormous sense of fun and knew what it felt like to be a child. In this way
he complimented Awad Satti’s serious, scholarly and, very necessary, respectable
outlook. Whilst at Exeter, Jamal was accompanied by Sirr el Khatim el Khalifa, who
returned to work on adult education programmes intended primarily for use in the
Gezira. He was later to be joined by Mohammed Omar Beshir.
By the time we were preparing El Sibyan No 3 we were settled in an office-shop in the
new Abu el ‘Ella building only a hundred yards from McCorquodales, our printers.
The main work was to prepare the copy of El Sibyan, see it through the press and to
organise a distribution network, mainly through primary schools. By issue No 4, at a
price of only two piastres, the sales reached 15,000 - twice as high as any
contemporary magazine or newspaper. It was, of course, heavily subsidised and
carried no advertisements. There were often acute problems of paper supply and
distribution was also erratic. Nevertheless, you only had to be in a village or school
when a new issue arrived to sense the heart-warming welcome it received. ‘Children’
of all ages, from seven to seventy, would ‘gobble’ it up. By far the most popular
feature was the back page strip - illustrated version of traditional grandmother’s tales ahaaji.
It is of interest to recall some of the other tasks that we were engaged in during those
first experimental years. El Sibyan must have taken up more than half our time. There
was a series of adult education pamphlets edited by Sirr el Khatim el Khalifa, and
which were of a very high quality. About five of these appeared. Out of them,
however, arose our first big failure, an adult magazine entitled En Nur, of which only
three numbers appeared. It was much too ambitious for our small team to tackle. Then
there was a steadily increasing stream of Bakht er Ruda school books and pamphlets.
We handled the costing and production of these and played an advisory part in
preparing them. Late in 1947 we started preparing and testing mass literacy material.
The two basic books, El Mustah and El Baab el Maarifa, were outstandingly good and
successful. They were designed by Adam Eissa, and produced in colour by the Survey
Department. However, and like everyone else who has tried this task, we
underestimated the problem. Looking back after forty years, I doubt if mass literacy
campaigns without either a very powerful ideological/religious motivation behind
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them and/or the organised use of students, the army and lowly paid ‘vo1unteers’ can
succeed. That’s why the most successful campaigns have been run in the more
totalitarian countries. The last decade of imperialism was certainly propitious for
children’s literature of a very popular kind, but it was not so propitious for
government-sponsored mass education.
The exciting thing about the early years was that we were experimenting and learning
all the time. The government allowed us to take risks and accepted our failures along
with our successes. The result was that we all worked fairly hard and enjoyed
ourselves; it was in this respect that we most appreciated Jamal. If all went well – fine!
- we could have a big party in celebration. If things went badly or if we ran into some
minor disaster - fine! there was lots to be learnt from our mistakes and we could all
have a small party!
How was it that Jamal was able to be both a superb chi1dren’s writer, a successful
diplomat and a wise counsellor of both Sudanese and English statesmen? First of all,
he was very good company and he had a great gift as a storyteller. His spoken
anecdotes would often turn into gurgling imitations of the characters involved and he
would pull comic faces as the absurdities of his characters unfolded. Secondly, Jamal
had a strong sense of the enjoyment of childhood happiness. These qualities worm
probably in him all along, but my impression is that they ripened during his time in
England, especially under the influence of Professor and Mrs Tibble at Exeter
University.
When added to Jamal’s penetrating intelligence and encyclopaedic reading, the
qualities of humour and friendliness helped to explain his personality. He was liked
and trusted by innumerable friends, both British and Sudanese. His friendliness was
based on candour, not on superficial manners and he really enjoyed problems and
problem-sharing, even to the extent of ‘agreeing to differ’ without getting cross.
Above all, he was a good ambassador, both in his visits to the land of childhood and in
more distant lands.
May God bless Jamal’s family and friends.
Robin Hodgkin is retired and lives in Cornwall.
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TRADITIONAL EDUCATION IN SOUTHERN SUDAN
Anisa Dani outlines traditional education in Southern Sudan, and in doing so becomes
the first Sudanese to contribute to Sudan Studies.
Traditional education remains of considerable value to the rural communities of
Southern Sudan because it is the means through which children’s futures are
modelled. It is based on the knowledge and skills which each individual acquires and
accumulates from their daily lives, families and their surrounding environments. Thus
traditional education is the only real link between the past, the present and the future.
This situation contrasts with urban areas where, although children also receive
traditional education based on the family and the home environment, they are much
more exposed to the mass media, notably from the influence of radios, televisions and
cinemas. Because of these extra influences, traditional education has much less
meaning. It is of interest to note that families who migrate from rural to nearby urban
areas tend to consider traditional education much less than previously, thus affecting
traditional societal cultures and values.
Although outsiders often refer to traditional education as unorganised, in Southern
Sudan this is untrue; it is well planned and highly organised. Examples include games
played by children, songs, dances and story-telling, each of which has a particular
purpose, and which are organised by parents, the community and even by children
themselves. Wedding ceremonies also facilitate the spread of cultural norms, and of
course they are highly organised by the families of the bride and groom.
Despite the value of traditional education, it does not play an important part in the
formal school curriculum. In consequence, children often fail to identify links between
their formal and traditional education experiences, such as the link between economic
production and environmental constraints. An additional worry about formal
education in rural Southern Sudan is that the quality is influenced by many factors,
such as teachers’ views on traditional education, the effectiveness of teacher training,
the available material resources, and the appropriate language for communication
(Arabic is the national language but is often less widely spoken than tribal languages
or English). The type of education is also fashioned by the expectations of both
parents and pupils, many of whom seek knowledge and skills which can give good
employment opportunities and social mobility. This has been described succinctly by
Dore in his book ‘The Diploma Disease’
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“In the process of qualification the pupil is concerned not with mastery,
but with being certified as having mastered. The knowledge that he gains,
he gains not for its own sake and not for constant later use in a real life
situation, but for the once-and-for-all purpose of reproducing it in an
examination. If education is learning to do a job, qualification is a matter
of learning in order to get a job”.
Formal education is presented positively, but nothing is mentioned about traditional
education. Additionally, disparities in the provision of formal education are often
greater between rural and urban areas; also, areas which were settled by missionaries
or were of primary colonial interest received better education facilities, the legacy of
which remains.
In conclusion, education for development should consider the importance of
traditional education within the more formal curriculum because that is the point
where formal education should start.
References
Dani, A., (1983), Traditional Education and its Effect on Formal Education,
University of Manchester Discussion Paper.
Dore, R., (1976), The Diploma Disease, Allen and Unwin.

Anisa Dani is a research student in the Department of Education at the University of
Manchester. She is investigating aspects of gender and traditional education in rural
development in Southern Sudan.

SPECIAL OFFER (1)
Bradt Publications are offering their new ‘NO FRILLS GUIDE TO SUDAN’ (by
David Else) to members of SSSUK for £3.95 (RRP £4.95).
This is the first of a series of discounts which are available to SSSUK members from
Bradt Publications. Please send your orders to Bradt Publications mentioning that
you are a member of SSSUK, or you may obtain them from the SSSUK Secretary
(address on page 31).
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ENGLISH TEACHERS IN SUDAN
Some Reasons for the Recruitment of Teachers
of English from the United Kingdom
Simon Bush explains why so many teachers of English are recruited from the United
Kingdom by the Sudanese Government every year. This article is associated with a
series of contributions from some of the teachers during the next few issues of SUDAN
STUDIES (see pages 4-6).
BACKGROUND:
Knowledge of the English language is seen as one of the keys to Sudan’s
development. It facilitates co-operation with Europe and North America and also
helps Sudan in its relations with neighbouring African states. This requires a high
standard of competence in students and teachers.
Earlier this century the standard of English was very high and students from all over
Africa came to the Sudan to study the language. During the last three decades,
however, the situation has deteriorated. This decline can be linked with two main
events. Firstly, in the 1960s, the Ministry of Education adopted a policy of
‘Arabisation’ of the school syllabus and the school system. This inevitably led to a
drastic decrease in pupils’ exposure to spoken and written English. Secondly, at
roughly the same time Sudan lost its workforce of qualified British educators. Apart
from the introduction of a few simplified reading texts for literature students, there
was no change in the content of the English syllabus to meet the change in
circumstances. It is not surprising that later generations of students are found to be
lacking in English language skills. The consequent decrease in morale has led to even
lower standards which reinforce the lack of confidence, hence leading to poorer
results. While the Ministry of Education was ‘Arabising’ the school system the
university level was still teaching through the medium of English and indeed
continues to do so. Therefore, poor levels of English in the schools affects the scope of
university teaching and graduate skills.
Since the 1960s the numbers of children wishing to be formally educated has been
increasing steadily. More and more of the education budget goes on the establishment
of new schools in a vain attempt to keep up with the increasing demand, but schools
remain overcrowded. Lack of adequate finance also means that the money left for
teaching materials has to be spread very thinly indeed. Schools throughout the Sudan
suffer from chronic shortages of books, paper, desks and even chalk. The
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overcrowding and scarcity of resources directly affects the speed and ease of learning,
especially in the case of language training.
All of these problems are compounded by a lack of manpower in English departments
throughout the country. Sudanese graduates are in demand in the Arab World (being
bilingual), especially in the Gulf States. Sudanese graduates are now less likely to take
up teaching posts in the Sudan, as was the case in the past. The Gulf States, aid
organisations and multinationals offer high hard currency salaries which the Ministry
of Education cannot compete with. There is a critical shortage of teachers for the most
important school subjects, principally science, mathematics and, of course, English.
THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHERS SCHEME:
The current state of English in the school system is not as healthy as it could be, but
improvements have been made. Some of the problems are being addressed by the
Ministry of Education. Over the past eleven years or so a number of strategies have
been developed and introduced at key points in the education system. It must be
remembered that there is no substitute for financial input, but dedication and the
application of existing resources can achieve a great deal. One such initiative has been
the Ministry of Education’s English Language Teachers (ELT) Scheme which has
been running for twelve years.
The ELT Scheme aims to revitalise English departments throughout the country at the
Higher Secondary School level (Academic, technical and commercial schools for
students studying for the Sudan School Certificate). This is achieved through the
injection of young, well-motivated, native speakers of English, all of whom are
graduates, and who are willing to go into any classroom situation and teach their
language. In most years there are at least 200 ELT Scheme teachers working in
schools throughout the country.
In all education institutions ELT teachers are treated as normal members of the
teaching staff. There is no expatriate status and no special rights or privileges. This is
one of the major strengths of the Scheme, as it gives teachers the opportunity to be a
real member of the town or village community and enables them to relate to their
students and other staff members.
Most teachers go to Central, Northern and Eastern Regions, although for this coming
year (1987/8) financial problems have stopped recruiting in Northern Region and
Darfur. Nevertheless, typical regional teacher allocations are as follows:
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CENTRAL REGION

69 Teachers

EASTERN REGION

21 Teachers

NORTHERN REGION*

35 Teachers

KORDOFAN

24 Teachers

DARFUR

36 Teachers

EQUATORIA AND SOUTHERN**

0 Teachers

KHARTOUM PROVINCE

7 Teachers

*

Excluding Khartoum Province

**

Conditions in Equatoria are such that only ‘returned
teachers’ (those with experience of teaching in the more
northern regions) are permitted by the Sudanese
government to work there. At p resent no one will be
posted to the South until the political situation improves.

I have outlined only one of the projects set up by the Ministry of Education and
Guidance, but it is only one part of the same process and all schemes have the same
end in mind - to support Sudan in its push towards growth and vigour in the sphere of
education. The ELT Scheme does not operate in isolation but acts within an overall
ministerial structure.
Simon Bush was formerly the ELT Scheme liaison Officer and is now responsible for
the African Section at the Centre for International Briefing, Farnham, Surrey.

SPECIAL OFFER (2)
THE ELT GAME
‘TEACHING ENGLISH IN SUDAN’ is a light-hearted board game which takes the players
through the problems and joys of teaching English in the Sudan. Designed by Liz Robinson,
herself a former ELT teacher in En Nahud and Zalingei, with assistance from Rosy Garland
and other teachers based in Darfur, the game involves leaving England and returning again,
having negotiated the Ministry of Education in Khartoum, the appropriate Regional Ministry
and the Higher Secondary School.
The game is available from the SSSUK Secretary (address on page 31) for a price of only 75p
for SSSUK members and £2.50 for non-SSSUK members (plus 25p postage and packing 50p outside UK). Please allow one month for delivery.
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TRACEY BOATS
There are an enormous amount of surviving photographs from the Condominium
Sudan. Some of these will occasionally be reproduced in SUDAN STUDIES; the
series begins with some photographs of the TRACEY BOATS.
The design of cargo boats along the Nile has changed little since ancient times. The
suitability and reliability of the traditional boat building techniques was witnessed as
recently as the 1940s when a new fleet of cargo vessels was built to transfer food
along the Nile during the war years.

The so-called TRACEY BOATS were designed and built at the Wad Medani
shipyards by Christopher Tracey, who was then Deputy Governor of Gezira Province
(later Blue Nile). Tracey was an experienced yachtsman and designer and his designs
varied little from those originally built during the time of the Pharaohs. The Tracey
Boats were virtually indestructible and in his book ‘Set Under Authority’, K.D.D.
Henderson speculates that these are probably still in commission. Perhaps someone in
SSSUK could enlighten the Editor on this point?
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The Editor wishes to thank Mr F D McJannet for providing the photographs and some
interesting background information. The photographs were taken at Wad Medani
during the Winter of 1943/4. These and about 10,000 other photographs are housed in
the Sudan Archive collection at Durham University (see Issue 1 of SUDAN
STUDIES).

LETTER FROM AMERICA
Members of SSSUK will be delighted to hear that the Society has received enthusiastic
support from the SUDAN STUDIES ASSOCIATION, our American cousin. The Secretary
has received a long letter from the editors of their newsletter, Dr Richard A Lobban and Dr
Carolyn Fluehr Lobban, which welcomes us “to the organized world of Sudanists!” and
confirms their interest in having a reciprocal arrangement for the exchange of information,
content of newsletters, attendance at each others meetings and so on. SSSUK members
outside the USA and Canada may also be interested to know that some of our North
American members belong to both organisations already. The Steering Committee hopes that
the two organisations can work together for reciprocal benefits in all aspects of Sudanese
Studies.
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S. E. R. G. - BREMEN
The Sudan Economy Research Group (SERG) at the
University of Bremen, West Germany
Karl Wohlmuth contributes the second article in the regular series of RESEARCH
PROFILES with an outline of the West German based Sudan Economy Research
Group.
Sudanese studies at the University of Bremen started with a two year (1976/8)
research project on the so-called ‘Breadbasket Strategy’, Sudan’s development
strategy of the 1970s. The research interests of the group consist of macro as well as
micro aspects of the Sudanese economy. Work has been done on agricultural
strategies, agricultural marketing, industrial structure, crafts, debt and foreign capital,
domestic trade, foreign trade, labour migration and labour markets, the role of the
state, the role of transnational corporations and the effects of economic stabilisation
programmes.
At present, the main interests of the SERG are structural adjustment policies
(strategies of economic stabilisation) and small industries. On the first theme
specifically, the past and present experiences with economic reform policy are
evaluated and alternative strategies of adjustment are compared. These embrace all
economic sectors. Within the context of structural adjustment, a promotion of small
industries is emphasised. The BERG works on theoretical aspects, on comparative
studies at the African level, and collects material on small industries (including craft
activities) in Sudan. Comprehensive field studies have also been conducted in Sudan
to identify the potentials of small industries.
Since 1984 the BERG has published a series of discussion papers (see list of RECENT
PUBLICATIONS), and since 1985 the Group has worked closely with the Ministry of
Finance and Economic Planning in Sudan. Senior members of the Ministry are invited
to attend regular four month seminars in Bremen on the topic of ‘Structural
Adjustment in Non-Oil Developing Countries with Special Reference to Sudan’.
International Organisations, such as the EEC, ILO and the World Bank, are also
counselled in questions of economic stabilisation policies and industrial policies.
The BERG is interested in contacting anyone working on the subjects mentioned. Any
enquiries, comments or information should be sent to the author at the address below.
Professor Dr Karl Wohlmuth is Professor of Economics at the University of Bremen,
P0 Box 330440, D-2800 Bremen 33, West Germany.
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NILE BASIN SYMPOSIUM
Peter Woodward was one of three British representatives at the recent International
Symposium on the Nile Basin, held in Cairo. Here he summarises some of the issues
relevant to Sudan.
Sudan featured prominently at the International Symposium of the Nile Basin,
organised by the Institute of African Research and Studies of Cairo University, which
was held in Cairo in the first week in March. The symposium was convened in
association with the Institute of African and Asian Studies of the University of
Khartoum, and it was pleasing to meet a goodly delegation from the Institute, led by
the Director, Professor Mohammed Omer Beshir, as well as a number of other
Sudanese academics. All the Nile Basin states were represented, though it was
inevitable that Egyptians and Sudanese predominated. There were also scholars from a
number of other countries including the USSR and Japan, though alas only three were
able to attend from Britain.
The Symposium was started by an address from the Minister of Education, on behalf
of the patron, President Husny Mubarak, (which featured as the first item on the 9
o’clock news on Egyptian television that night!) and it continued at a brisk pace for
six days. Professor Seoudy and his organising committee had put together a multidisciplinary programme with a plethora of papers. Each morning was taken up with
two plenary sessions in the palatial Egyptian Agricultural Centre, complete with
simultaneous translation in Arabic, English and French, while in the evenings there
were four parallel specialised sessions on ‘politics and economics’, geography and
natural resources’, ‘history’, and ‘culture, linguistics and anthropology’.
A number of papers addressed aspects of the broad themes of the Nile Basin and those
featured large in the plenary sessions. Various aspects of cooperation were discussed
including both international organisations, such as UNESCO, as well as organisations
from within the region, like the UNDUGU movement, in which various lines of
cooperation have been explored by certain heads of Governments. Also prominent in
the plenary sessions was concern over the Nile itself, with attention focussing
particularly on the Jonglei Canal, a topic which attracted a number of papers from
contributors such as Muhammed EI-Beshir, Bob Collins, Farouk Kaduda and Terje
Tvedt.
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In the specialised groups Sudan surfaced on numerous occasions, especially in the
sessions on geography where a variety of human and physical issues were discussed,
partly, but not exclusively, arising from the recent famine. Elsewhere such matters as
the Sudanese criminal code, the Republican Brothers, and refugees, as well as aspects
of Sudan’s relations with various of its neighbours, were all considered. There are
plans for publication and any enquiries can be addressed to Professor Seoudy at the
Institute, Cairo University, 12613 Giza (Cairo), Egypt.
When not engaged on the very full programme of papers, participants were well
entertained, especially by the Geographical Society at its fascinating headquarters; by
the African Society, where we were welcomed by its President, Professor Butrus
Ghaly; and there was also a memorable lunch-cruise on the Nile, hosted by the
Journalists’ Association. In all, the organisers assembled a most comprehensive and
interesting symposium which was greatly appreciated by the participants. One
parochial note of concern was the lack of British participants when compared with a
large number from France; and especially French interest in the Sudan, about which
they held a private session with the Sudanese after the conference ended. Clearly the
humiliation of Fashoda is not forgotten, and British members of SSSUK will only
wish that the resources were available in this country to develop the interest in Sudan
which is growing across the channel
Dr P Woodward is Lecturer in Politics at the University of Reading.

SPECIAL OFFER (3)
SLAVERY IN SOUTHERN SUDAN
St Aidan’s College and the Durham University Society of Fellows have asked SSSUK
to market ‘THE LEGACY OF SUDANESE SLAVERY IN MODERN AFRICA’ by
Douglas Johnson. The booklet is based on a public lecture given on May 6th 1987 and
focuses mainly on Southern Sudan. The booklet is available from the SSSUK
Secretary (address on page 31) and costs 75p for SSSUK members and £1 for nonSSSUK members (plus 25p postage and packing - 50p outside UK). A small profit
will go to SSSUK funds for every sale, which will be used to subsidise future SSSUK
publications.
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CURRENT AFFAIRS IN SUDAN
Charles Gurdon begins a regular column of news about contemporary political and
economic issues In Sudan. The column is based on reports prepared for the
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU), but the author stresses that this column presents
a personal viewpoint and does not reflect the views of the EIU, SSSUK or anyone
else.
THE POLITICAL SCENE:
Until he asked the Supreme Council to sack it in mid-May, the civilian government
of Prime Minister Sadiq El-Mahdi had been in power for just over a year. Despite
numerous false hopes, there appears to have been little progress during that time on
any of the major political and economic problems which are affecting the country.
Without doubt, the South has dominated the political agenda during the past quarter
with few other major developments until Sadiq’s demand for cabinet changes. The
government was mooting the idea of adopting a dual legal system. A modified form
of Islamic sharia law would be applied in the Muslim dominated areas while a
secular system would be applied in the remaining areas. The Sudanese Lawyers
Association has correctly dismissed the proposal as divisive and unworkable. At the
same time, however, it appears that the attractions of the secession of the South is
gaining support in the north. The government has formed a Council for the South to
administer the region, but Dinkas and politicians who are even remotely
sympathetic to the SPLA are noticeable by their absence. Despite the SPLA’s
claims, the Prime Minister has insisted that his government is not attempting to
weaken or to divide the South.
The veteran Nuba opposition leader, Father Philip Gabboush, and some of his
Sudan National Party colleagues have been arrested on financial charges. Given the
disproportionate strength of the Nuba in the army it seems unlikely that he will
actually be brought to trial.
The former leader of the Transitional Military Council (TMC), General Swar AlDhahab, had open-heart surgery while he was on a visit to Jordan. Meanwhile, his
former TMC colleague, Brigadier Fadlallah Burma Nasser, has been appointed the
Minister of State for Defence. The main reason is probably that the enforced
retirement of the TMC’s senior officers and the consequent over-rapid promotion of
less experienced officers has hindered the army s ability to fight the war in the
South.
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Another item of political news was the reduction of the ex-Vice President Omar ElTayeb’s prison sentence. However, there is really little effective difference between
the original 69 year sentence and the 32 years which he will now serve. The trial for
heresy of Mahmoud Mohammed Taha, which acted as a catalyst in Nimieri ‘s
overthrow, has been officially declared illegal although the opposition National
Islamic Front (NIF) still argues that the trial and Taha’s subsequent execution were
correct.
THE CIVIL WAR:
It had looked as if, with considerable pressure from Egypt and other mediators,
there would be some form of reconciliation between Ethiopia and Sudan. Given
Ethiopia’s considerable logistic and financial support for the SPLA it was hoped
that this would lead to a ceasefire and a peace conference. Such hopes were dashed
when the SPLA shot down a civilian aircraft outside Malakal with the loss of all
eleven passengers and crew. Although they had threatened to shoot down any
aircraft in the region, it was a particularly callous action since such a small aircraft
could not and was not carrying military supplies. It proves, however, that even
during the dry season when the army has the military advantage, it cannot protect
aircraft in the South. Together with the resignation of the government, this incident
makes it highly unlikely that any settlement will be possible in the coming months.
Both the army and the SPLA have made a number of conflicting claims during the
past quarter. Besides the capture of Pibor in Upper Nile by the SPLA there were
few major battles. The most horrific incident was the cold-blooded massacre by one
of the Baggara militias of about one thousand Dinka civilians at Ed Da’ein on the
main railway line in Southern Darfur. Meanwhile a largely impotent and irrelevant
Council for the South is now administering the South which is to remain divided
into the three regions for the foreseeable future.
The civil war is continuing to exacerbate the emergency in southern Sudan. Both
the government and the SPLA are continuing to use food supplies as a weapon
against each other and it is the civilians who suffer. Food convoys travelling by
road from Uganda and by river from Renk have been attacked although food
supplies are getting through. With the coming rainy season the towns are being
restocked with food in preparation for the siege tactics which the SPLA adopts.
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FOREIGN RELATIONS:
The main area of interest has been Libya’s use of Sudanese territory in its conflict
against Chad’s President Habre. Eventually pressure from both domestic and
foreign critics forced Sadiq E1-Mahdi to order the Libyans to leave. Although most
of them did, there are reports that some Libyan troops have remained in Darfur and
are building an airstrip about 150 miles north-west of El Fasher.
Sudan and Egypt signed a trade protocol and a Brotherhood Charter which, while
recognising the importance of their bilateral relations, ended plans for greater
political and economic integration. Cairo had been worried that Khartoum’s
rapprochement with Tripoli and other radical Arab countries was at the expense of
Egypt. At the same time the Khartoum government is still trying, albeit
unsuccessfully, to extradite former President Nimeiri from Egypt to stand trial in
Sudan.
While failing to resolve Sudan’s own conflict, the Prime Minister has been offering
to mediate in other regional conflicts including the Gulf War and between North
and South Yemen. Needless to say his offers have been rejected. Meanwhile, before
the civilian aircraft was shot down, there were signs of a Sudanese-Ethiopian
rapprochement which was being engineered by Egypt. There had already been a
number of ministerial visits and Sadiq El-Mahdi has been invited to Addis Ababa.
Relations with Uganda also seem to be improving now that President Museveni has
said that he will not assist the SPLA, despite the fact that he and Garang are
personal friends.
THE ECONOMY:
The general political stagnation has been matched by economic stagnation.
Although some minor creditors have signed debt rescheduling agreements, little
progress has been made on the all-important negotiations with the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) or the World Bank. The change in government will delay
any progress on this crucial issue and Sudan’s economy can therefore be expected
to continue to drift aimlessly.
One of the few bright bits of news has been the cotton sales of the 1986/7 crop.
They have been so successful and the demand has been so great that, unlike last
year, it is probable that all of the crop will be sold. The new ‘Shambat B’ variety is
also proving to be very popular. The recent abolition of fixed selling prices was
both a necessary and sensible measure. There should also be bumper food crops
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this year, which illustrates a remarkable turn-around after the 1984/5 drought and
famine. The only problem is that there is a plague of rats and locusts which, unless
effective measures are taken, will reduce the surplus crop which is available for
export.
OUTLOOK:
NEW GOVERNMENT - By the time this report appears a new government will
probably have been formed by Prime Minister Sadiq El-Mahdi. This follows the
decision to sack the existing cabinet because of policy differences between its
members. It will be another coalition of the Prime Minister’s Umma Party and the
Democratic Unionist Party (DUP). It can be expected that the members will be
carefully recruited by Sadiq in order to ensure that he can make progress on some
of the central problems facing the country today. There have already been signs that
he is building a personal power base and that officials are being recruited first and
foremost for their loyalty to Sadiq rather than their ability. It is therefore likely that
the new cabinet will be less independent than the previous one. Sadiq will,
however, have to ensure that the DUP party leadership will go along with his main
policies.
The reason that the new government will also be a coalition of the two major
parties is one of necessity. The Umma Party only has 100 members in the 301
member parliament while the DUP has 65 and the opposition NIF 63. During the
past year, the NIF, which is the best financed and organised political party, has
been gaining strength. It has benefited from two principal factors -the continuation
of the civil war and the apparent paralysis of the government, if the coalition broke
up there would almost certainly have to be fresh elections which would be electoral
suicide since the coalition parties would both lose seats to the NIF. Therefore, the
continuation of the coalition government is currently a political necessity for both
parties. Neither party could contemplate joining a coalition government with the
NIF because it would effectively be forced to turn Sudan into an Islamic Republic.
This would wreck any chances of national unity and would hasten the breakup of
the country.
One effect of the resignation of the government and the formation of a new cabinet
will be to delay any action being taken on the central issues facing the country.
Despite the Prime Minister’s statement that one of the reasons for the dissolution of
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the government was its tardiness in solving the problems, his action will further
delay the process.
SHARIA LAW - The strength of the NIF, as well as general pro-Islamic sentiment
in the north, will continue to make it very difficult to completely abolish Islamic
sharia law. The Prime Minister has made a number of contradictory statements, on
the one hand saying that Islamic law is tolerant to non-Muslims and on the other
criticising cabinet members for refusing to scrap it. It is likely that, even when a
new cabinet is sworn in, it will approach the question of abolition very gingerly.
The speed of any reform will undoubtedly depend on the reaction of both the army
and the NIF. If they show signs that they will not tolerate any changes then changes
will simply not take place. Like any leader, Sadiq El-Mahdi would prefer to risk the
continuation of the civil war rather than lose power in northern Sudan.
CIVIL WAR - The new government will also take time to play itself in on the issue
of civil war. Together with the SPLA’s recent shooting down of another civilian
aircraft, this will hinder any progress towards a peace settlement. The problem is
further compounded because one of the SPLA’s most important preconditions for a
ceasefire is the abolition of Islamic sharia law. Besides having considerable support
in the army, the NIF has stirred up northern Sudanese public opinion against the
SPLA. While attempting to reach some form of political solution to the war the
government has also had to continue the military campaign. The start of the rainy
season has also once again returned the military advantage to the SPLA which will
undoubtedly try to capitalise on this before coming to the negotiating table. It
cannot be expected that a political settlement will be reached during the next
quarter. Indeed, the war is likely to escalate in the coming months with disastrous
results for the civilian population.
DEBT CRISIS - It has already been reported that the IMF team, which was in
Khartoum to negotiate a settlement to Sudan’s current debt crisis, has left the
country because of the proposed change in government. Consequently there is little
doubt that the process will be delayed by at least a few months and that no solution
will be seen in the coming quarter. It is possible that the new cabinet will be
prepared to implement the measures which the IMF is insisting on before it will
sign an agreement. The problem remains, however, that the removal of food price
subsidies, the austerity programme and the unification of the exchange rates, which
effectively means yet another devaluation which will fuel inflation, will reduce
living standards. This in turn will remain a very sensitive political issue since it
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could, as in the past, lead to riots which may topple any government. Consequently,
with all the good intentions in the world, the government will continue to tread very
carefully before implementing any radical economic changes.
Charles Gurdon is a researcher in geography at the School of Oriental and African
Studies (SOAS) of the University of London. He also prepares quarterly political
and economic reports on Sudan for the Economist Intelligence Unit.

NEW RESEARCH
Yousif El Mahi outlines a new research project which he is undertaking as part of his
Ph.D. research at the University of Durham.
One of the most serious and pressing problems facing the Sudan today is ecological
deterioration in its central and northern provinces. These regions lie in marginal desert
zones making the environment vulnerable to changes in physical and human
pressures.
North Kordofan is located in this fragile zone and the region is rapidly loosing its
natural resources through a change in precipitation dynamics and as a response to
destructive human activities. A manifestation of the ecological deterioration is the
destruction of much of the vegetation cover and the transformation of many areas into
desert-like pockets. This ecological change is assumed to have direct consequences on
both the natural and human environment; this forms the basis of this new project.
The project will investigate the changes in vegetation cover and resultant degradation
of the region’s ecosystems. This will allow an appreciation of the present state of the
vegetation cover and the factors that have induced changes or disturbances in it, and
an evaluation of the present dynamics of change.
The data required will be obtained through a complex of field surveys, published
secondary data, published maps and literature, aerial photography, and from satellite
imagery. The range of information will be analysed to relate variations in vegetation
cover to environmental factors, and to understand some of the processes accounting
for vegetation changes. In seeking a series of explanations, the investigation shall also
include research into the historical, cultural, socio-economic and institutional factors
which may have influenced the present trends and processes.
Yousif El Mahi is a research student in the Department of Geography at the
University of Durham. He hopes to complete his work in early 1990.
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EMPIRE ON THE NILE
Neville Sanderson reviews: EMPIRE ON THE NILE. THE ANGLO-EGYPTIAN
SUDAN, 1898-1934, by M.W. Daly, Cambridge University Press (1986), statistical
tables, illustrations and map, xv + 542pp. Price: £40.
This is the first instalment of a two-volume study which will offer the first extended
and comprehensive history of the Condominium Sudan. It is based upon a very wide
range of archival sources and a discriminating use of the findings, published and
unpublished, of scholars who have investigated more limited periods or aspects of
Condominium history. It represents a major achievement, and at once takes its place
as the standard and indispensable work for its period.
Some might object that Professor Daly, though often sharply critical of British
administration, still sees the Sudan too exclusively through the windows of the
Secretariat and the Mudiriyya. He could of course plead the dearth or inaccessibility
of Sudanese sources for the earlier Condominium, and that he has not in fact ignored
or depreciated Sudanese responses. But one sometimes doubts whether these
responses have been analysed in ways which might correspond to Sudanese categories
of thought. For guidance here, Babikr Bedri’s Memoirs might have been squeezed a
little harder; they contain innumerable hints and pointers, all the more telling because
usually quite unconscious.
The author nails his historian’s colours to the mast in his final paragraph (pp.452-3);
“Personality not policy determined the course of the Condominium”. Only by
multiplying biographical studies (British, Sudanese and Egyptian) can the historian
“illustrate what was meant by empire”; and this illustration “mocks the notion of
policy”. So Namier rules, O.K. - even, or perhaps especially, in the Sudan. But does
he? British administrators may have been short on policies, but they had plenty of
problems. Wingate’s overriding problem was, for several years, the fundamental
security of his administration. This problem he did not invent, though his ‘personality’
may have prompted him to exaggerate it. Again, the evolution of indirect rule after
1926 seems to derive less from the interplay of personalities than from the rather
desperate efforts of governors and D.C.s to find some useful point of contact between
the real Sudan and Maffey’s reactionary fantasies. However, in the Southern Sudan,
that zoo of floridly eccentric British personalities, the author seems to distance himself
from his own doctrine. He offers an admirably balanced analysis, especially of the
evolution and application of ‘Southern Policy’.
Professor Daly’s book, with its wealth of impeccably documented information, has
greatly extended the scope for serious debate on the problem of Condominium history.
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Some of the interpretations and conclusions will not command universal assent, but
Empire on the Nile is now the starting-point from which further research and debate
must begin.
Neville Sanderson was formerly Professor of History at Royal Holloway College,
University of London. He is now retired and is acting Honorary Chairman of SSSUK
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO SUDAN STUDIES
All members of SSSUK are invited to contribute to SUDAN STUDIES. The Editor is always
pleased to receive short articles (c.350-500 words) on any subject related to the Sudan and its
affairs. Original factual, research or philosophical articles can be accepted to a length of
c.1500 words (longer by negotiation with the editor). Requests for specific information can
also be included in the CAN YOU HELP’ section.
Please note that the Editor is looking for members to contribute to regular features, such as
DATA SOURCES IN THE UK, RESEARCH PROFILE, SUDAN MEMOIRS and
TEACHERS IN SUDAN. Volunteers to write BOOK REVIEWS and design the
CROSSWORD are also wanted. Please inform the Editor of Sudan publications noted in any
discipline for inclusion in the regular list of references.
If members have any ideas about SUDAN STUDIES, for example with respect to format,
length, new features and so on, please write to the Editor indicating whether or not you would
wish your letter to be published (possibly in summary form).
All contributions to the newsletter should be typed or written in legible handwriting and sent
to the Editor at the following address:
Dr A Trilsbach (Secretary and Editor)
Sudan Studies Society of the United Kingdom
c/a Department of Geography
University of Durham
Science Laboratories
South Road
DURHAM CITY
DH1 3LE
UK
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CROSSWORD NO 1 (ANSWERS)
Across
Down
2. Wad Ben Naga
1. Meroe
28. Kutum
7. New
2. Wau
30. Nile
8. Idd
3. Boma
31. Rufaa
10. Sue
4. Nuba
32. Kuru
11. Barakat
5. Adda
33. Yei
14. Sennar
6. Ain
16. No
9. Dongola
17. Bara
10. Singa
19. Shabasha
12. Rumbek
21. Tana
13. Kassala
23. Malakal
14. Sabaloka
25. Azaza
15. Rashad
26. Kaka
18. Rabak
29. Inderaba
20. Atbara
32. Kadugli
22. Nyala
34. El Fasher
24. Aweil
35. Dueim
27. Aba
A new crossword will appear in the next issue. If any member of SSSUK would like to
be responsible for the crossword, please write to the Editor at the address on page 31.

CAN YOU HELP?
Professor Mohammed Omer Beshir has announced the first intake of students to
Omdurman Ahlia University; 310 students have already been admitted for B.Sc. degrees
and diplomas and a further 300 will be admitted in September. Teaching is in English.
The University is in need of books for the library and any contribution that members of
SSSUK could make would be appreciated. Please write to: Professor MO Beshir, c/o
University of Khartoum, Institute of African and Asian Studies, Po Box 321, Khartoum,
Sudan.

TAIL - PIECE
George Janson-Smith has written to the Editor suggesting that SUDAN STUDIES should
carry an anecdotal TAIL-PIECE. His suggestion is included below.
Scene:

A Secondary School in Southern Sudan. The Education Inspector has just
delivered a caustic explosion concerning the state of the boy’s latrines. He
and the Italian Missionary headmaster are walking away.

Headmaster:

“May I say something?”

Inspector:

“Of course. I fear I have been rather severe.”

Headmaster:

“If I may say so, you English never forget you invent the water closet!”
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